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WEST BENGAL CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION,2008
COMPULSORY PAPER

 
BENGALI ESSAY, PRECIS WRITING, COMPOSITION

AND TRANSLATION

Time Allowed: 3 hours                    
 

If the questions attempted are in excess of the prescribed number,
only the questions attempted first up to the prescribed number

shall be valued and the remaining ones ignored.

�।  �� ����	� 
��� ���� ����� ����
(�)  Basil Hallward turned pale and caught his hand. “Dorian! Dorian !”
he cried, "don’t talk like that. I have never had such a friend as you and I 
shall never have such another. You are not jealous of material things, are 
you?” 
—“I am jealous of everythin
portrait you have painted of me. Why should it keep what I must lost? Every 
moment that passes take's something from me and gives something to it. Oh. 
if it were only the other way ! If the picture could cha
always what I am now! Why did you paint it? It will mock me someday ___ 
mock me horribly! ” 

 
(�)  A man with a strong will is sure to succeed in almost all the work he 
docs. He never becomes discouraged in any way. Difficulties may appe
before him failures may cloud his atmosphere, but lie firmly neglects them 
all. With strong determination he pushes on. Gradually he finds that all the 
troubles disappear from his path one after another. He then reaches his goal 
and is crowned with succ
frightened at the sight of a slight difficulty and leaves his job half
despair. He may begin another. But there also he comes across similar 
difficulty and gives it up for lack of determination. Failure
accompany him instead of success.
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BENGALI ESSAY, PRECIS WRITING, COMPOSITION

AND TRANSLATION 

                                         Full Marks: 100

If the questions attempted are in excess of the prescribed number,
only the questions attempted first up to the prescribed number 

shall be valued and the remaining ones ignored. 
 

 ���� �.	/ 
Basil Hallward turned pale and caught his hand. “Dorian! Dorian !”

he cried, "don’t talk like that. I have never had such a friend as you and I 
shall never have such another. You are not jealous of material things, are 

I am jealous of everything whose beauty does not die. I am jealous of the 
portrait you have painted of me. Why should it keep what I must lost? Every 
moment that passes take's something from me and gives something to it. Oh. 
if it were only the other way ! If the picture could change, and I could be 
always what I am now! Why did you paint it? It will mock me someday ___ 

A man with a strong will is sure to succeed in almost all the work he 
docs. He never becomes discouraged in any way. Difficulties may appe
before him failures may cloud his atmosphere, but lie firmly neglects them 
all. With strong determination he pushes on. Gradually he finds that all the 
troubles disappear from his path one after another. He then reaches his goal 
and is crowned with success. A weak-minded man on the other hand, gets 
frightened at the sight of a slight difficulty and leaves his job half
despair. He may begin another. But there also he comes across similar 
difficulty and gives it up for lack of determination. Failure
accompany him instead of success. 
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Basil Hallward turned pale and caught his hand. “Dorian! Dorian !”— 
he cried, "don’t talk like that. I have never had such a friend as you and I 
shall never have such another. You are not jealous of material things, are 

g whose beauty does not die. I am jealous of the 
portrait you have painted of me. Why should it keep what I must lost? Every 
moment that passes take's something from me and gives something to it. Oh. 

nge, and I could be 
always what I am now! Why did you paint it? It will mock me someday ___ 

A man with a strong will is sure to succeed in almost all the work he 
docs. He never becomes discouraged in any way. Difficulties may appear 
before him failures may cloud his atmosphere, but lie firmly neglects them 
all. With strong determination he pushes on. Gradually he finds that all the 
troubles disappear from his path one after another. He then reaches his goal 

minded man on the other hand, gets 
frightened at the sight of a slight difficulty and leaves his job half-way in 
despair. He may begin another. But there also he comes across similar 
difficulty and gives it up for lack of determination. Failures always 
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����, ��� "��  ��� ���� &@�	 ����� �����A ���  !����। ��B 
 
����� �	 �< �C��। ��	����&'* ��	 D1	 ���!�,  ,E ���� �� �� 
�5� �E�A D1@ �� �,��� 
������$ (5�� ��$। 
 � ' (5�� 	� �4�� ���� 
�5F �� ��, ������ ��,�� � ������	 ���A 	A, ��B 7�#��  � &�	 
���  ��� ���A। ���� 7�#�� ����A !, �����A ���  !���	, 
��	����&'� G����� �H�	 ���  !���	,  �� ��I C1� ��J� ���  !���	, 
�5�K�2�L�� &�D  ���  !���	,  �� M�	�!!����� N�< ���  !���	, 
� 
���@ �� ��75 !���	 	�। ���	 �,�,� O. � �	 ���P� �Q��� ��9��=  
���	 
��  �� <�	��1  ��� RST ��U�� �5U 
�� �'U ��� � ���	। 
��$ ��U� ��� �� �	�&� �	 �	�& 4�V � ���, �	�&� �(�  ���'� &�	 
���।���'�� ��=	� ��P�� �	�& ���  1A। O. �L� ��=� ��#। 

 
(�)   � ���� W��A� �XY R� '��� ��� 

!�	 ����7 �	�&, R� '���' !�� 
���A7 ���	 (��, �1 ��&��=��&। 
�� O. �[�	  � �� \]1 ��& 
	��A� � ����� ��	 �����=��� ��� 
���	�A,  � ����� ��	 	��1 Y�� 
�(5 ����। 

   ��� ��,� �@) \��� �,  
�1 .J, �	 5̂� ��	 1�  !���  ,� 
� ���� �����। ��	 ��	�A �� 
� '���' F�� ��_, �� �`- �� 
� ���� $�b� । ��	, ����  � ��	 
� ���� ��E�����	 ��A �	& :�	। 
W�A �� ��� �� W�A �� ��1 
 � c2)� ��	  ���  2)�� ��1। 

 
d.   ��- ����	� E���� R�e�E���� R�e�E���� R�e�E���� R�e� �L� ��	/      fxh=�? 
    
 (�)   j�K �����=	 �.	/ 
         .k, ��<	�, �!��l, �,�!��,	, � &�mA। 
 
 
    (�)   ��H ���n� �.	/ 
        <�	��1 ,  R�A�;L, �S���#, �5K, ��1����। 
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    (4)   
$ �oO��� 4_�	 ���	 R 'A �@ �,� �'�p  1�A�7,  � ��q� �.	/ 
      ���1 ', �� �, �5�K��	, F5��, ��1��। 
 

(c)   !� !��� �	 �.	/ 
   	3, ��2�, Er, �s�, ���	। 
 

(t)   ,� ���5	/ 
    ��E@,  ��u�A, �Y�1, !5XY�@�, vH����। 
 

(E)   �	���� ����� ���' !��� �	 �.	/ 
   (�) ��� ��� � ���� ('�� ����$ �� ��@r	�, 1�  !���। 
                                 (��� ���' �,�� ��I�4� ����')  

(�) ������� ����W ": ��5* ����& �4�।  
( &���  ���' �,�� ��� ����')  

(d) ��*c�� �	� ��4�	���V ��7।  
($� ��E� ���' �,�� �	� ��E� ���')  

(h) �	.!�� ���!� �5� ����A� �� �5�F�  !����। 
                      (�	����� ���' �,�� Re���=� ���' )  

(f) �2w�� �@ �.) ! (���4�CE� ���' �,�� �	����� ���' )  
 
h.   �� ���	 
��� ��uA
��� ��uA
��� ��uA
��� ��uA ��y�	 R�H �E	� �.	/ 
    (�) !�;���b !���	 ���z� � ���	 * (��P{;  
   (�) �EL���	���	 ��M��	� (C����;  

(4) ����� ��j���1 ' * �@�� �&5����;  
(c) =�� 
�� ��	�R@� । 


